Spot the Difference
Mobile VS Traditional

Comparing/contrasting the steps in detecting credibility
clues on a mobile device vs a laptop or desktop.
SOURCE
Students cite the
story headline
and source of
information
retrieved from a
traditional
device, such as a
laptop or
desktop
Students cite the
story headline
and source of
information
retrieved from a
mobile device. Be
sure students also
share the app
being used.

CREDIBILITY
MARKERS
Students list
24/7
clues to
credibility. (You
may provide
10$
these). Some
examples
include: 1000
Date content was
created (which may
be different from
the dates5 ithours
was
shared.
Author/Creator
(which may be
different from
1 GB the
source who
posted/shared it.
Affiliations of
source.
Customizable
Presence
of
monthly
emotional triggers
throughout
content.

WEB

MOBILE

REFLECTION

24/7
Here students
trace the path
through which
20$ the
they located
credibility clues
while accessing
the story2000
on the
web, listing
specifically what
they click
on to
10 hours
determine when
a story was
published,
etc.
2 GB

24/7
Here students
go
through the
same process as
30$
in the previous
column, but
when using a
mobile
device.
Unlimited
Optional: have
students
highlight
Unlimited
differences.

24/7
Here students
reflect on which
version of the
40$ found
story they
easier to dissect
for credibility.
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